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Wolf Salem

Wolf Salem is a player character played by Rockerboy911.

Wolf Salem
Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Male

Age: 18
Height: 1.9 m (6ft 2in)
Weight: 95 kg (210 lbs)

Organization: NSMC
Occupation: Marine Infantry

Rank: Private
Current Placement:

Physical Characteristics

Height: 1.9 m (6ft 2in)
Mass: 95 kg (210 lbs)
Measurements:

Build and Skin Color: Salem has a muscular build like a boxer or martial artists, with tanned,
weathered skin.

Eyes and Facial Features: Salem has analytical grey eyes, a square jaw, a broad nose that is crooked
from a past breaking, and stubble.

Ears: Salem has normal, rounded, human ears with detached lobes.

Hair Color and Style: Salem has dark brown hair that is cut short into shaggy spikes. It spikes naturally,
not requiring gel.

Distinguishing Features: Salem has a scar over his left eye that reaches from his hairline to his lip
from a knife.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Salem is reserved, not one to speak unless it is necessary. He tends to get the job done as
quickly and efficiently as possible. He has a dry sense of humor and is often perceived as grumpy.

Likes: Working and people who work hard.
Dislikes: Lazy people, talktative people, and people who ask too many questions.
Goals: Become something equivalent to a warrant officer or the “Master Chief” type noteriety.
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History

Family (or Creators)

John Salem (Father, Deceased)
Marie Stanton (Mother, Deceased)

Pre-RP

Having lost his parents as a child to the Mishhuvurthyar, Salem was enraged. He threw out his old name,
going only by “Salem” and nothing more. He lived on the streets for years, picking up anything he could
learn and eating whenever he had the money or bravado to get food. He learned street fighting tactics at
a young age, and kept them when he signed up for the NSMC. He was also a very good free runner, and
used this skill to evade pursuers, whether greedy gangsters or angry store owners. When he joined the
military, people started calling him “Wolf.” It started as a derogatory joke because of his short-temper,
animal-like instincts, and rugged appearance, but the nickname stuck and he still carries it. He has been
training in Nep-fu from a young age; his father was a Marine Second Lieutenant and taught Salem how to
fight. He is also very skilled with all of the core NSMC weapons.

Skills

Communications

Wolf speaks Nepleslian and Yamataian, and can operate basic radios as his Marine training specified.

Fighting

Wolf is a skilled martial-artist using Nepleslian Marine Self Defense Training (Nep-fu) that he blends with
various dirty tricks and mixed martial arts moves learned fighting on the streets. He is very good with the
standard issue Combat Knife and Combat Axe, and is well-trained in the use of all of the standard issue
firearms, though has a personal preference for the HHG revolver. He is also trained in the use of power
armor.

Physical

Wolf is a skilled free-runner, stemming from his time spent on the streets after the death of his parents.
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Survival

Wolf has training in survival based on the NSMC training protocols, but is also very skilled at surviving on
nothing in an urban setting, stemming from his time on the streets.

Rogue

Wolf is a skilled pick-pocket, and is very good at picking locks as well. He has trained his senses so that
he can focus in on important pieces of conversations that he is not actually a part of.

Inventory

Wolf Salem has the following items: Uniform

  2 Pullover shirt, green, with rank patches on shoulder pads and name plate
  4 [[items:clothing:t-shirt|T-Shirts]], white
  4 underwear, white
  2 Khaki cargo pants
  1 Beret, green, with flash patch
  1 NSMC Field Cap, Type 33
  1 pair gloves, leather, brown
  1 pair boots, brown
  6 pair boot [[items:clothing:socks]], white
  1 Belt, dark brown
  1 Nepleslian Dress Uniform (YE 33) (full outfit with white pistol belt,
gloves, pants, and boots)

Bunkwear

  2 Tank tops, green, with fleet number on the right chest
  2 Pairs of ankle length pajama pants, khaki
  1 Pair of slip-on flexi-shoes, black

Workout/Swim

  2 Short-sleeved mocks with fleet number on the right chest, Green
  2 Work-out shorts, black
  4 pairs green ankle [[items:clothing:socks]]
  1 pair green low-top sneaker shoes
  1 Pair of trunks, green, fleet number on right leg

Weapons and Weapon Accessories
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  A choice of one assault rifle
  1 M3 Assault Rifle (Recommended)
  1 Utility Combat Knife M01A
  1 Marine Combat Axe Model 01c
  1 Revolver, HHG ‘High Hybrid Gun’, with 2 extra HJP magazines

Accessories

  1 pair identification tags, metal, with name and hometown
  1 [[items:equipment:canteen]], 1 quart
  1 AwesomeCorp DataJockey
  1 Wallet with the Marine Corps Insignia plated on it.
  Starting pay of: 6000 DA

Finances

Wolf Salem is currently a Private in the NSMC.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Wolf Salem
Character Owner Rockerboy911
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Nepleslian Personnel Database System
Career Status Active Duty
Branch NSMC
Rank Private
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